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The effects of electromagnetic and particle irradiation on two-
dimensional materials (2DMs) are discussed in this review.
Radiation creates defects that impact the structure and
electronic performance of materials. Determining the impact
of these defects is important for developing 2DM-based
devices for use in high-radiation environments, such as space
or nuclear reactors. As such, most experimental studies have
been focused on determining total ionizing dose damage to
2DMs and devices. Total dose experiments using X-rays,
gamma rays, electrons, protons, and heavy ions are
summarized in this review. We briefly discuss the possibility
of investigating single event effects in 2DMs based on initial
ion beam irradiation experiments and the development of
2DM-based integrated circuits. Additionally, beneficial uses
of irradiation such as ion implantation to dope materials or
electron-beam and helium-beam etching to shape materials
have begun to be used on 2DMs and are reviewed as well.
For non-ionizing radiation, such as low-energy photons, we
review the literature on 2DM-based photo-detection from
terahertz to UV. The majority of photo-detecting devices
operate in the visible and UV range, and for this reason they
are the focus of this review. However, we review the progress
in developing 2DMs for detecting infrared and terahertz
radiation.
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1 Introduction The isolation of graphene layers in
2004 [1] marked the start of a new area of research in two-
dimensional materials (2DMs). The broad goals of this
research thrust include understanding basic properties that
would enable many applications (transistors, catalysts,
sensors, dielectrics, etc.) and uncovering new physics from a
wide range of candidate materials (e.g., graphene, transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), hexagonal boron nitride
(hBN), etc.). For example, graphene is known to have
excellent electron mobility due to its massless charge
carriers, but it lacks a band gap and thus distinct ON and
OFF states. Semiconducting materials, including several
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) show a reduced
mobility with significant improvements in their ON/OFF
ratio. Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is an insulator with a
highly stable graphitic structure that has been used as a high
temperature ceramic. These atomically thin materials have a
high sensitivity to extrinsic effects [2], such doping from
adsorbed gaseous species and carrier scattering at substrate
and dielectric interface traps. In this review, we summarize
the influence of another aspect of the environment: incident
ionizing radiation in the form of photons, neutrons or
charged particles. First, a general description of the types
and impacts of defects on electronic properties is presented.
The effects of low energy photons – i.e. terahertz radiation,
infrared (IR) radiation, visible light, and ultraviolet (UV)
light – are subsequently discussed. Irradiation from high-
energy photons (X-rays and gamma rays) is then succinctly
discussed. Finally, bombardment by charged particles is
discussed.
2 Defect types and impacts on the electronic
properties of 2DMs It is well-known that the inclusion of
defects inside a semiconductor’s lattice can alter  and
usually degrade  device performance (see Table 1 for
a summary). This remains true for irradiation-induced
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defects. For example, irradiation from cosmic rays is a
significant concern for space applications because of their
destructive power [3]. However, 2DMs such as graphene
exhibit reduced probabilities of interaction between ions and
the 2D layers [9, 10], and so the damage from high energy
ions occurs primarily in the substrate, creating various
defects near the substrate and 2DM interface such as
generation/recombination sites, traps, compensators, and
tunneling sites [3]. Each of these defects has a distinct
impact on device performance. Generation sites are of major
concern in semi-insulating materials, while recombination
sites are of more concern in heavily doped materials. These
types of sites have the most impact if they lie near the middle
of the band gap. Traps degrade the performance of charge
coupled devices, while compensators degrade the perfor-
mance of bipolar junction transistors. Tunneling defects can
lead to unacceptable leakage currents.
These defects originate from the ionization and
displacement of atoms energized by incident radiation.
For example, ionized silicon dioxide can trap holes at
interfaces via the migration and build-up of both holes and
traps, causing major shifts in the threshold voltage. Current
anneals can be used to repair the damage in radiation-
hardened oxides, depending on the electric field applied and
the thickness of the gate oxide layer. A sufficiently large
number of trapped holes (i.e., 50% of holes generated are
trapped instead of collected) cannot be fully repaired by
annealing [4, 5]. A larger percentage of trapped holes also
increases the amount of time needed for the oxide to heal,
which can make it appear to be permanently damaged. It has
been estimated that for silicon dioxide, radiation hardness
can be achieved if the percentage of trapped holes can be
kept below a threshold of 10%. Photodetectors and field
effect transistors (FETs) based on silicon commonly fail in
this manner after long periods of operation [3]. Note that
FETs can also fail from mobility degradation in the long
term. Substrate defects such as these can damage devices
either by accumulation of smaller interactions or in a single
event. Single-particle events may cause permanent failures
in the specific cases of memory and power devices [3]; more
details are given in Section 7. They can also cause latchup
(short circuit) in silicon-based FETs. As silicon is likely to
be used as a substrate material for devices incorporating 2D
materials, these damage and failure modes will remain
relevant into the future. They may also be used as a guide for
the future when selecting other substrates, and maintaining
the goal of minimizing the number of defects generated by
radiation.
Substrate defects influence 2DMs at interfaces. How-
ever, other defects can be generated inside the channel and
directly influence its electronic properties. For example,
chalcogenide vacancies are preferentially generated upon
the irradiation of TMDs with a lighter chalcogenide and
heavier transition metal [21]. The effect of these vacancies
on the electronic properties of MoS2 was documented in a
thoroughfirst-principles study of various vacancy types [16].
They appear to create deep acceptor states within the MoS2
band-gap. However, reducing the sulfur content of MoS2
has also been shown to increase the mobility, ON/OFF ratio
and n-type behavior of devices [12]. This effect was also
attributed to the sulfur vacancy, which was claimed to act as
a shallow donor [12]. Meanwhile, a combined experimental
and theoretical study of charge transport in MoS2 has
revealed that the sulfur vacancy should act as a deep
donor [17]. As such, the true influence of the sulfur vacancy
is still to be determined and requires further investigation.
We have modeled the effect of selenium vacancy generation
on the electronic properties of WSe2 by calculating the
influence of chalcogenide single and double vacancies on
the band structure of WSe2 using density functional theory
via the VASP simulation package [22] (see Fig. 1). These
structural defects were considered due to the expected
preferential sputtering of chalcogen atoms. Vacancies were
generated in the simulation by manually removing selenium
Table 1 Summary of the types, causes, and effects of defect states in 2DMs created due to radiation exposure.
defect particle impact reference
generation/recombination site heavy charged particles scattering; carrier
concentration modulation
[3]
trap state heavy charged particles scattering site; carrier lifetime
reduction; charge build-up
[3–7]
dopant heavy charged particles,
ion beam
scattering site; charge build-up [3, 8]
tunneling defect heavy charged particles leakage current [3]
vacancy electrons, gamma rays,
ion beam, X-rays
deep level traps and direct to
indirect band-gap transition
in WSe2; scattering sites in
graphene; deep acceptor or
shallow donor in MoS2
[9–17], this work
interface states gamma rays, heavy charged
particles
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atoms from a 5 5 supercell and then performing a full
structural optimization until all forces were below the
0.01 eV Å1 threshold. Each vacancy creates localized
carrier-trapping deep states within the band gap (see
Fig. 1b–d). The removal of a single chalcogenide (Se) or two
along the c-axis (Se2) preserves the direct band gap of
monolayer WSe2. However, the removal of two adjacent
selenium atoms in the same chalcogenide layer (2Se) causes
a transition from a direct to an indirect band gap, which was
correlated to the change in the local crystal structure (see
Fig. 1e–g).
3 Photon irradiation Responses to incident electro-
magnetic radiation can be characterized by several metrics:
responsivity (A/W), quantum efficiency (%), detectivity
(Jones, or cm-Hz1/2/W), and noise equivalent power
(W/Hz1/2). Responsivity (R) is the primary metric used in
the literature and by industry, and is the main metric utilized
in this review. It is defined as the photocurrent per unit
power of the incident light, and can be measured by shining
light of fixed wavelength onto back-gated FETs and
recording changes in the device current. The responsivity
is controlled not only by the material properties of the
detector, but also by the processing methods and device
architecture, as will be apparent in the following
subsections.
3.1 Attenuation The penetrative power of incident
radiation is controlled by three factors: particle type, particle
energy, and the attenuation occurring inside the sample. In
general, photon flux through solids decreases exponentially
through the thickness. Due to the atomically thin nature of
2DMs, most incident radiation passes through without
interaction. Graphene absorbs about 2.3% of incident
infrared and visible light due to its reduced dimensionality
and metallic nature [23], which is small in absolute terms
but large for an atomically thick layer. Several varieties of
molybdenum- and tungsten-based TMDs also exhibit large
absorbance (5–10%) as monolayers [24]. Graphene, with
its lack of a band-gap, does not display any preferential
absorption of photon energies, which makes it useful for
photo-detection across a large energy range, as will be clear
in the following sections.
3.2 Terahertz Devices for the detection of terahertz
radiation are a newly emerging area of research. Terahertz
waves lie in the region of the electromagnetic spectrum
between radio waves and infrared, and have historically
evaded significant technological usage. This is because
conventional microwave and optical technologies lose their
effectiveness within this frequency range (0.3–3 THz).
Bridging this so-called “terahertz gap” is an active area of
research due to predicted applications for terahertz detection
such as spectroscopic identification of hazardous substan-
ces, detecting dielectric materials, and fast imaging [25].
Terahertz detection typically occurs in FETs through the
excitation and resonance of plasma waves in the transistor
channel, as these particles are too low in energy to excite
electrons across a band gap [26]. To maximize this
resonance, devices with very high mobility are necessary,
which has led to the development of graphene terahertz
detectors [25, 27]. The source and top-gate of these FETs are
used as amplifiers to convert the photocurrent into a voltage
signal between the source and drain. To take advantage of
this change in voltage, an asymmetric design is needed to
induce an asymmetric photocurrent in the symmetric
graphene layers [28]. Broadband detection is the usual
mode for these devices. However, quantized detection is
possible as the channel length increases and the terahertz
wave energy increases. A maximum 50% broadband
Figure 1 (a)WSe2 (W in blue; Se in orange) with a single chalcogenide (single; Se) vacancy, an a–b axis double (double 2; 2Se) vacancy
and a c-axis double (double 1; Se2) vacancy. Dark spheres are missing atoms. (b) Band structure for pristineWSe2, while (c)–(e) show the
same for WSe2 with a vacancy of each type. Mid-gap states are apparent after vacancy formation, and a direct to indirect band gap
transition occurs after the formation of 2Se vacancies. Linear density of state calculations corresponding to (c)–(e) are shown in (f)–(h),
and show the loss of electronic symmetry resulting from the 2Se vacancy.
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absorption of incident radiation is possible by manipulating
the conductivity of graphene, due to coupling between the
electrical and optical conductivities of graphene. At the
minimum conductance, the absorption remains below
5%, comparable to general UV-vis light absorption in
TMDs [23]. Preliminary devices exhibited a voltage
responsivity of 0.1V/W [25, 28]. This was argued to be a
lower limit due to inefficiencies in funneling incident light
onto the channel. Improvements in device design or material
properties would improve detector performance. In more
recent results, a voltage responsivityof 1.2V/W(or1.3mA/W)
has been achieved with bilayer graphene [29], and a
voltage responsivity of 715V/W to 119mm terahertz
waves has been obtained in exfoliated graphene through
the use of the photothermoelectric effect [30]. The first
result is comparable to commercial THz detectors and the
second result indicates that fast, high-response and low
noise detectors are possible with graphene. However,
the second result bears repeating with chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) or epitaxially grown graphene in order to
be proven practical.
3.3 Infrared The detection of infrared photons is
necessary for applications using IR lasers, such as optical
communication, or detection and imaging. The use of 2D
materials in IR photodetectors has not been investigated as
thoroughly as in UV and visible light detectors due to the
reduced or non-existent responsivity to IR light from non-
graphene materials. The mechanism for photon detection
for graphene in the infrared regime is often direct
absorption; individual layers of graphene can only absorb
up to 2.3% incident light unaided [23]. Several methods
have been proposed to increase this absorption. For
example, a mirror-backed photonic crystal slab has been
proposed to increase photon absorbance up to 100%, and
increases in absorbance from 2.3 to nearly 100% at a
tailored resonance frequency have been demonstrated
experimentally [31].
3.4 Visible and ultraviolet Investigating the detec-
tion of visible and UV light by semiconducting 2DMs has
led to a proliferation ofphotodetectors with responsivity
spanning approximately 15 orders of magnitude (see
Fig. 2a–d) across a wide variety of materials systems,
including graphene [32–38] and reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) [39, 40]; black phosphorous [41–44]; III–VI layered
compounds (GaX [45–50], InX [51–54], In2X3 [55]); TMDs
(MoS2 [41, 56–65], ReS2 [66], WX2 [64, 67–70]); and post-
TMDs (SnS2 [71–73]); Bi2Te3 [74]. From this vast and ever-
increasing amount of data, there are several key points that
emerge:
Graphene by itself is not an excellent photodetector.
This is apparent from the performance of the graphene-
based photodetectors [32–35, 38] demonstrated in literature
(see Fig. 2a). The root causes of the poor responsivity of
graphene are its metallic nature and limited light absorption.
Thus, increasing the responsivity of graphene in the visible
and near-UV regions has been achieved by introducing a
band gap, either by creating rGO [39, 40, 75] or quantum
dot-like structures (GQDS [36, 37]). The full conceptual
details of the GQDS are discussed elsewhere [36]; in short,
introducing a band gap and electron trapping mid-gap states
allows for carrier multiplication and recirculation. These
two factors led to a three order of magnitude increase in
responsivity via a tunable process.
For large responsivity, graphene should be used as a
contact, not as a photo-active element. Several studies [53,
57, 76–82] on the photodetecting potential of graphene
heterojunctions have shown that careful selection of
materials allows for significant enhancement of responsivity
by up to 10 orders of magnitude (see Fig. 2b). Highly
sensitive devices with R> 107 can be developed depending
on the materials in the heterojunction. The mechanism for
this improvement is described as “quantum carrier
reinvestment,”where carriers generated in the other material
migrate to the graphene and recirculate many times before
they recombine [77].
The choice of substrate is important. This can be
observed not only through graphene heterojunctions, but
also though studies of suspended graphene [32, 83] and
photo-sensors based on gallium sulfide (GaS) [45]. The
close proximity of electrons and holes in 2DMs to the
substrate aids trapping at any interfacial defects. Reducing
interface scattering by using a less defective substrate
increases the responsivity [45] (see Fig. 2c). One avenue to
reduce scattering is by etching away excess substrate area,
leaving behind freestanding channels. The removal of
substrate-assisted carrier cooling allows for some improve-
ment in the responsivity when compared to fully supported
devices operating with the same mechanism [32, 83].
The sample thickness is important. Reducing the
number of layers in layered materials leads to alterations
in the band structure that usually increases the band gap.
Manipulation of the thickness to add sensitivity of lower
energy light has been demonstrated with MoS2-based
devices. Monolayer MoS2 with a band gap of 1.83 eV
does not capture the full visible spectrum, but bilayer
(Eg¼ 1.65 eV) and tri-layer (Eg¼ 1.35 eV) MoS2 can
respond to red [84] near-IR [60] light. Achieving this
functionality in monolayer MoS2 requires another method
of band gap modulation such as using dye-sensitization [61]
or photothermoelectric effect [85]. However, stacking
multiple layers leads to significant reduction in R, as shown
by studies on layer-dependent responsivity for MoS2 [86]
and GaSe [46].
The sample preparation process is important. For
example, exfoliated gallium telluride (GaTe) layers can
reach R 104A/W [48], while GaTe layers grown via
chemical vapor deposition have exhibited R 1A/W [49].
This significant degradation in performance was attributed
to defects generated from the growth process, Ga vacancies
in particular. It has been shown that suppressing these
defects allows for high-performance phototransistors [87].
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This idea can be extended to all 2DMs, and the critical
defect species must be determined for each one. For
example, in the case of a material such as rGO, the
electrical [75] and optical [88] properties clearly can be
controlled by manipulating the oxygen content. One
preliminary study has also shown that using an appropriate
surface dopant (p-type for WSe2 and n-type for MoS2) can
be used to enhance photoresponsivity by over an order of
magnitude [64]. However, the selection of an air-stable
dopant has yet to be fully investigated.
MoS2 in particular has been heavily studied using
exfoliated and as-grown materials. A comparison using this
literature shows that the first attempts at making photo-
detectors with as-grown materials are comparable to the
best devices made using exfoliated MoS2 (see Fig. 2d).
These samples, grown by reacting molybdenum oxide with
sulfur powder, exhibit a responsivity of R 1000A/W and
are improved by vacuum anneals that remove adsorbed
oxygen [56]. For comparison, achieving the same level of
responsivity in exfoliated material requires either a special
surface treatment (e.g., oxygen plasma cleaning [59] or a
ferroelectric surface dopant [65]). Furthermore, exfoliated
material cannot be used to support large-scale device
fabrication, while the responsivity enhancers used for
exfoliated MoS2 can be applied to as-grown material. Thus,
to achieve wide-scale use of practical 2DM-based devices,
we recommend that robust growth processes be pursued.
3.5 High-energy photons Gamma rays (E>
100 keV) and X-rays (100 keV>E>100 eV) are
high-energy photons released from nuclear reactions and
decelerated electrons, respectively. In the context of
semiconductors, gamma rays and X-rays can damage
devices by creating vacancies or other ionized defects.
Figure 2 (a) Responsivity of graphene-like 2DMs to visible and UV light. The dashed line in all plots indicates the R¼ 1 level that must
be surpassed for practical applications [136]. (b) Responsivity of graphene heterojunctions to visible and UV light. (c) Responsivity of
III–VI and V–VI 2DMs to visible and UV light. (d) Responsivity of TMDs to visible and UV light. Studies of these materials have
primarily been focused in the visible range due to the corresponding TMD band gaps, leaving the UV-regime performance of these
materials yet to be determined.
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Graphene is an excellent match for high energy photon
detection, as it is highly sensitive to the local changes in
its electric field caused by X-rays [89, 90] and gamma
rays [91, 92]. These changes are detectable using FET
devices by tracking changes in device performance as
it is exposed to an ionizing radiation source. Detection
of these radiation sources is important within the
contexts of radiation protection, monitoring special nuclear
material [89], radiation-based medical diagnostics and
treatment [93], and in other areas of nuclear science and
engineering. Gamma and X-ray detection in a graphene
FET are measured as modulations of the Dirac voltage,
or the voltage corresponding to minimized conductance
in the graphene. This modulation occurs due to changes
in the local electrical field caused by radiation-induced
charged states [89, 90]. X-ray exposure can also be used
to reduce graphene oxide to make rGO, and greater
reduction occurs when it is included within a hetero-
structure with hBN [92]. However, gamma rays can
achieve similar levels of reduction while reducing the total
dose by several orders of magnitude due to their higher
energy.
Gamma rays generate energetic free electrons and
positive ions in solids by mechanisms such as Compton
scattering [92]. These free electrons then interact with
nearby atoms to ionize and dislodge them, creating
vacancies and interstitials [91, 94]. In graphene, this
disorder is measurable via Raman spectroscopy by tracking
changes in its characteristic peaks. These changes signify
the onset of damage and disorder. Maximum structural
disorder is generated at an intermediate doses due to the
re-structuring that occurs at large doses via radiation-
assisted diffusion and annealing, and so the total disorder
saturates to a reduced extent [94]. At low doses, gamma rays
can be used to increase the carrier density with little defect
generation in graphene FETs [91]. Damage can also be
measured by oxidation in air, and more oxidation by various
functional groups (i.e., hydroxyls, ethers, carboxyls, etc.)
occurs as the dose increases [94]. However, gamma rays can
also be used beneficially to produce rGO when combined
with chemical reducing agents [95, 96].
4 Electron irradiation Electron damage to materials
is important due to the two major electron-using characteri-
zation tools: the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
transmission electron microscope (TEM). A full treatment
of the damage is given elsewhere [97]; in short, elastic and
inelastic scattering events give rise to the following six
damage mechanisms: displacement, sputtering, heating,
charging, radiolysis, and radiation-induced contamination
(see Fig. 3). Damage to 2DMs occurs mainly through
sputtering and displacement for metals or radiolysis and
charging for insulators and semiconductors [13, 14, 21, 94,
98–101]. In order to sputter away an atom, the electron
must be able to transfer enough energy to overcome the
threshold for knock-on damage [13]; the determination of
this energy for graphene has been done [102], and the
same must be done for other 2DMs. For insulators, the
charging induced by the electron-beam can also cause
electrostatic repulsion and lead to the so-called local
“Coulomb explosion” [13]; however, it has so far only been
observed in hBN nanotubes [103].
Electron beam irradiation of graphene via TEM has
been shown to generate stable defect structures such as
pentagon-heptagon pairs (including the Stone–Wales
defect, a rotation of a C–C bond by 908), adatoms, and
vacancies of various sizes [104–106]. However, defects may
relax away [104] or transform into more stable struc-
tures [106, 107] over time. For example, highly mobile
carbon adatoms appear mostly near vacancies in a
metastable structure [104]. Vacancies that migrate near
each other are also favored to merge together and reduce
the free energy [105, 106]. The vacancy generating power
of electron-beam irradiation has been demonstrated for
patterning graphene and cutting out nanoribbons and carbon
chains from graphene sheet [105, 108]. This is done by
creating vacancy aggregates with a high-intensity electron
beam, and then thinning down the resulting carbon ribbon
with a low intensity beam. Thinning is preferred over
random electron removal due to the reduced knockout
threshold at the edges [109]. The length of the chain can be
Figure 3 Illustration of electron-beam induced damage processes:
(a) sputtering and atom displacement; (b) electrostatic charging
and beam heating; (c) radiolysis and contamination.
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tuned by scanning the beam and the width is controlled by
the total dose to the sputtered area. Based on this result, it
should be possible to demonstrate arbitrary designs, and
serial and parallel patterning, in future work.
Electron-beam irradiation of a graphene-based FETs
leads to electron-hole pair generation in the substrate and
hole trapping at the graphene-SiO2 interface [6]. This
causes a negative shift in the threshold voltage, as well as
degradation of device conductivity and carrier mobility.
This damage was detectable using Raman spectroscopy
at an accumulated dosage as low as 100 electrons nm2.
However, the number of traps appears to saturate after an
accumulated dosage of 1000 electrons nm2. The same
irradiation causes hBN to turn amorphous (aBN). The aBN
then either forms clumps or evaporates [98]. Of the two
elements in hBN, boron is more likely to be sputtered away
by the electron beam due to its lower mass. Once a vacancy
forms, however, either element can be sputtered off,
and the vacancy grows into a triangular hole [99]. The
sputtering behavior of hBN arises from the small vacancy
cross-section of nitrogen atoms in hBN. Additionally,
damage is more likely at the edges than inside an hBN flake
or sheet [98].
TEM exposure of MoS2 ionizes it via sulfur sputtering,
and these vacancies have been observed to collect together
into lines [110]. This damage can be prevented by
depositing MoS2 layers between graphene sheets. The
protective effect of the two graphene sheets under an 80 keV
beam was measured as a 600 reduction in the vacancy
production cross-section [13]. As such, the graphene was
able to prevent sputtering from the MoS2. Alternatively, the
vacancy formation caused by the focused electron beam in a
TEM can be purposefully used to derive metallic MX
nanowires from TMDs [111]. However, it remains to be
seen whether or not similar useful transformations can be
generated with a more conventional electron-beam lithog-
raphy system.
5 Nucleon irradiation
5.1 Protons Proton irradiation is uncommon on
Earth, but represents the majority of cosmic radiation
incident to the Earth’s atmosphere [3]. Studying the effects
of proton irradiation on 2DMs can give clues as to their
general behavior when irradiated in space environments. For
example, protonic bombardment effects on a back-gated
MoS2 device leads to trapped holes at the SiO2–MoS2
interface, which remove electrons from the MoS2 [7]. This
increase in the fixed charge degrades the switching behavior
of the device, which feeds into a general degradation that
worsens with increasing dose. Proton fluences of 1012, 1013,
and 1014 ions cm2 were chosen for study. At the lowest
fluence, there was a minor reduction in the observed current
as a function of drain-source voltage, but no change as a
function of gate voltage. On the other hand, there was a
71% drop in current with medium irradiation and a95%
drop in current with high irradiation at a 5V drain bias and a
20V gate bias. The devices are able to partially recover after
several days, and over very long periods of time they would
be expected to recover fully.
5.2 Neutrons Neutron irradiation is a unique result
of nuclear reactions. Fast neutrons damage materials
mainly through cascading scattering events, and cascade
damage to 2DMs will be limited at nanoscale thicknesses.
The primary collision from a neutron causes displacement
and ionization, and thus we would expect local damage and
disorder to be generated. However, to the best of our
knowledge, in-depth studies on neutron damage to 2DMs
beyond graphene have not been done. These studies tend
to focus on bulk graphite, which is used as a neutron
moderator in several nuclear reactor designs, and both
theoretical [112] and experimental [113] approaches are
used to understand radiation damage.
6 Ion irradiation Ion irradiation damage to materials
is important due to the degrading defects they can create (see
Table 2 for a summary). Controlled ion irradiation can be
used to roughly simulate the damage observed in nuclear
reactors [124] or induced by cosmic rays. The use of ion
beam facilities is motivated by the limited availability of
test reactors. Additionally, ion beams are able to damage
samples at faster rates than reactors, allowing research on
radiation damage to leap ahead of reactor limits. With
proper experimental controls, ion beam damage can be used
to emulate reactor damage, as has been done for stainless
steel [124]. It should be possible to devise a similar means
of simulating reactor damage to 2DMs using ion beam
facilities.
There is also interest in using ion irradiation to tailor
the properties of 2D materials by damaging them. Helium
ions, due to their small size, are least likely to create defects
larger than a single vacancy, and have thus found use as a
tool to cleanly cut and shape graphene [116–118]. Helium
ion lithography (HIL) and electron beam lithography are
comparable in terms of the demonstrated patterning
resolution: graphene on SiO2 can be cut into ribbons
thinner than 40 nm [117], while freestanding graphene can
be cut into ribbons thinner than 10 nm [116]. The main
advantage of HIL over similar techniques is the reduction
in the probe beam size, which allows for the creation of
finer features [118]. It was noted that the observed
dimensions of the patterned features do not always match
the intended dimensions. This is due to either a lack or
excess of the necessary defects to cause a metal to insulator
transition in graphene and section off metallic areas. An
optimized dose of helium ions appears necessary to achieve
high-resolution nano-scale patterns [117]. This technique
can also etch graphene that has already been incorporated
into a device [116]. Patterning graphene using a 5 keV
xenon atom beam angled at 758 has also been studied [122].
Vacancy chains are generated in the graphene, caused by
energetic ions becoming trapped between the graphene and
substrate. Carbon atoms at the edges of the vacancies were
found to have bonded to substrate protrusions generated by
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ion irradiation. These protrusions are due to substrate
adatoms and can be annealed out at 750K, while the
vacancies remain until higher temperatures. By annealing
above 750K and allowing the carbon vacancies to migrate,
a graphene nanomesh can be generated [122].
Low-energy angled argon irradiation (90 eV, 458) has
been used to probe the disordering process of graphene by
creating point defects [120]. This bombardment created
“activated” A-regions that have in them “structurally
disordered” S-regions. Defects remain isolated from each
other at doses up to 1012 ions cm2, and began to coalesce
at 1013 ions cm2. At a dose of 1014 ions cm2 or greater,
the sheet becomes entirely amorphous. As more defects
were generated, the A-regions began to overlap and
then completely covered the graphene layer. Afterwards,
the S-regions increased in number. This process can be
observed via Raman spectroscopy as the maximization
and then broadening of the D peak. Using the ratio of the
D peak to the G peak observed in graphene, this damage can
be quantified. However, care must be taken, as the peak hits
a maximum once the A-regions fully coalesce. Further
damage converts A-regions to S-regions and diminishes the
G peak, lowering this ratio. This effect has been used in a
later study to compare the damage done by 100 keV argon
ions to the top and bottom layers of bilayer graphene [121].
The substrate can reduce the damage done to graphene by
trapping ejected carbon atoms. The interstitial atoms have
a small migration barrier, so they will recombine with
nearby vacancies.
Damage to WSe2 due to 5 keV argon ions can be probed
using scanning tunneling microscopy [119]. The pattern
with increasing dose is similar to that of graphene:
individual nano-scale impact craters are observed at low
doses, and a corrugated surface is created above a dose of
1015 ions cm2. While the atoms around the craters are
perturbed and restructure themselves, the long-range order
is preserved.
Swift heavy ions (SHI) interact with 2DMs mainly
through electronic excitations, which also create nanoscale
hillocks in the substrate. These protrusions can be used to
fold graphene if the beam is angled [19]. Surface tracks can
also be formed in the substrate, and they act as acceptors
[18]. The relative presence of these two defects is
determined by the substrate. For example: SrTiO3 leads to
folding and surface tracks; NaCl leads only to folding;
Si(111) leads only to surface tracks [20]. The effect of SHI
irradiation from 1.14GeV uranium ions on graphene and
MoS2 FETs depends on the fluence [123]. The lowest
fluence (4 1010 ions cm2) increased the carrier mobility,
while the opposite occurred at higher fluences. The carrier
concentration behaved in the opposite manner as the
mobility. The lowest and medium fluences (1.5 1011)
reduced the current in the MoS2 device by almost two
orders of magnitude, and the highest fluence (4 1011)
destroyed the device. This degradative effect can be seen at
all levels of irradiation in both devices, except for the
combination of graphene channel and low fluence, perhaps
due to some beneficial doping from the substrate. All
exposures generated protrusions that could be observed
using atomic force microscopy.
7 Single event effects Single event effects (SEEs)
are phenomena induced by a single charged particle that
deposits energy in a device. Heavy charged particles
(protons, alpha particles, ions) are the focus here due to their
destructive effects on space-based electronics. These highly
Table 2 Summary of the impacts of ion irradiation on 2DMs.
ion type material energy fluence range
(ions cm2)
impact reference
proton graphene 2MeV 1015 to 6 1018 vacancy and interstitial generation;
surface desorption; increase in
defect density upon suspension of
graphene
[114, 115]
proton MoS2 10MeV 10
12 to 1014 conductivity loss; threshold voltage
shift; interface traps
[7]
helium graphene 35 keV 1016 to 1017 graphene etching, cutting, and
patterning
[116–118]
argon graphene, WSe2 90 eV, 5 keV,
100 keV
1011 to 1015 isolated defects at lower fluence and
defect coalescence at higher fluence;
creation of scattering centers
[119–121]
xenon graphene 5 keV 1011 to 1014 vacancy chain generation if angled;
nanomesh generation
[122]
swift heavy ion graphene 100MeV 109 graphene folding, forming of surface
tracks and hillocks
[18–20]
uranium (U28þ) graphene, MoS2 1.14GeV 4 1010 to 4 1011 significant changes of structural
properties; conductivity gain at low
fluence and conductivity loss at high
fluence
[123]
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energetic incident particles can cause sufficient ionization to
affect device operation temporarily through a transient, or
induce damage leading to failure. Neutron-induced effects
are also considered SEEs as neutrons can create charged
particle recoils or produce charged particles when captured
inside a semiconductor device. Based on the failure
mechanism, SEEs can be classified into two categories: hard
error (non-recoverable) and soft error (recoverable) [125].
Hard error includes single event latchup [126, 127], single
event burnout in power bipolar junction transistors and
metal-oxide-semiconductor FETs (MOSFETs) [127, 128],
and single event gate rupture causing dielectric breakdown
in MOS devices [127, 129]. Soft errors are single event
upset and transient, etc. An upset is a state change in caused
by radiation-induced charge generation near a sensitive
node, while a transient refers to an induced pulse.
Transients are an important issue in microelectronic
devices such as comparators and operational amplifiers,
and can cause latchup in some cases [125]. SEEs are not
only important for space; natural terrestrial background
radiation and high radiation-field applications also require
radiation-hardened devices.
SEEs in traditional microelectronic devices have been
well-studied over decades [130]. However, the response of
2DM-based electronics to a single event has not been fully
explored. Current studies of ion beam interactions with
2DMs focus on structure and property modification as
well as total dose effects. Studies of 2DM-based device
susceptibility to SEEs have been very limited, as device and
circuit level electronic structures made from 2DMs are still
in the research and development stage. Nevertheless, the
development of 2DMs for electronics is promising: a
graphene radio frequency receiver integrated circuit (IC)
fabricated at IBM Research has been shown to operate at a
4.3GHz frequency with high performance [131]. Simple
ICs based on bilayer MoS2 transistors have also been
demonstrated [132]. Therefore, considering the reduced
thickness of 2D channel material and the resulting different
interaction mechanisms when compared with traditional
semiconductor materials, 2DM-based device susceptibility
to SEEs could be the basis of a novel and highly relevant
future study. Development of radiation hardening technol-
ogy may be possible based on said future SEE studies.
8 Future outlook The number of materials found to
be stable in a 2D configuration appears to be constantly
increasing, with silicon [133], silica [134], and titanium
trisulfide [135] joining this extended family. Given the pace
of progress in this field in recent years, these materials
should swiftly find suitable applications matching their
properties, or else methods will be developed to tailor them
to specific applications. Similarly, the generation and
manipulation of individual point defects via particle beams
should be expanded to other 2DMs and expand the range of
applications for those materials, as well as open up new
areas of exploration within the field of materials science and
engineering.
More practical challenges to overcome include deter-
mining how to achieve very large responsivity for more
2DMs to spur the development of novel photodetectors and
solar cells. In general, there is also a dearth of investigation
on the effects of high-energy photons and heavy charged
particles on 2DMs beyond graphene. Given that the many
investigations on graphene have revealed new methods of
characterizing and functionalizing this 2D crystal, similar
knowledge and methods should be developed from
investigations into other 2DMs to uncover novel physics
and develop new electronic devices.
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